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The “Shipwreck” was Hadden Hailer Custom Call’s first specialty call 

made available to their customers.  This unique hunting “Shipwreck” duck call 
is perfect for a collection or can be taken into the field for a hunt. This truly is 
a collector’s piece! 

 
Hadden Hailers Custom Calls has generously donated this beautiful duck call which 

has been specifically hand crafted for the Kentuckiana Chapter of Safari Club International.  
This handsome, unique call is made from a piece of hand selected Bastogne Walnut with a 

blackwood insert.   This beautiful call was hand rubbed, hand oiled and marked by its creator, 

Andrew Hadden, founder of Hadden Hailers!  
Hadden Hailers Custom Calls was 

originally started with a lathe, a dream, and a 

few pieces of wood. Over the course of 8 

years, there were many late nights and new 

creations. During those years, new 

acquaintances became close family friends 

and many dreams became reality. With the 

help of their customers, friends and family, 

Hadden Hailers has been able to build their 

business into one that spans multiple 

continents.  The company has become famous 

for taking their customers ideas and building 

calls to fit individual needs. Andrew uses 

premium, stabilized, and natural woods to 

create works of art that help stack the deck of 

duck hunting and goose hunting in their 

clients’ favor.  

Whether a customer wants a special, one-of-a-kind call made for everyday use in the 

blind or one to celebrate that special occasion, Hadden Hailers can build the perfect call.  They 

have designed and built calls to celebrate birthdays, engagements, weddings, and birth 

announcements as well as calls to remember loved ones, both human and animal.  Contact 

Andrew Hadden to discuss your ideas and check out their website to see some more of their 

custom calls.    

Item #32 - Duck Call Made of Bastogne Walnut 
with a Blackwood Insert


